
Focus the light, exactly 
where it is needed

Scope Spotlight Series

With a focus on achieving the 
narrowest beam possible, the 
Scope Spotlight is a luminaire 
built like no other. Designed 
as an adjustable spotlight 
with an interchangeable lens, 
this adaptable series takes 
the concept of focusing light 
on objects to a new level. The 
interchangeable lens minimises 
light spillage and achieves the 

narrowest of beam angles 
ranging from 5° to 36°. The Scope 
Spotlight is a comprehensive 
range that is ideal for 
applications where highlighting 
objects or a more focused lighting 
approach is desired. Use this 
spotlight to perfectly illuminate 
every object and every scene just 
the way you intend.
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It is a new breed of spotlight, versatile 
and precise like no other. From its tapered 
cylindrical design to its true pin-spot 
beam, the Scope Spotlight can take 
architectural forms to a new level.

A true narrow beam

The Scope Spotlight will direct 
the light in an extremely focused 
and precise way, minimising light 
spillage with its superior beam 
control. Provide the most optimal 
illumination with the Scope’s lens 
technology, ensuring minimal light 
leakage and maximum intensity at 
the centre of its light distribution.

A low glare spotlight

The Scope Spotlight’s key 
benefit is minimised glare and 
promotion of comfort through 
its well-considered product 
design. The Scope’s lens is deeply 
recessed into the body shielding 
the light source from the 
occupant’s direct line of sight.

A unique tapered design

To accentuate the focus on 
a narrower beam, the Scope 
Spotlight’s cylindrical body has 
been tapered to reflect the 
nature of the light output. This 
contemporary spotlight design 
maintains a minimal and familiar 
form while offering a unique twist 
to a traditional spotlight design.

Interchangeable lenses

With interchangeable lenses, the 
Scope Spotlight provides you 
with the ability to control the light 
distribution exactly where you 
need it. By changing the lens, a 
beam angle between 5° through 
to 36° is achievable, allowing the 
Scope Spotlight to meet any 
project requirement.

Scope Spotlight Series
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Scope Track Light

Product Collection

Scope Spotlight Series

TR40
Measurements (mm)1

Ø 40Ø 40

130
130

Absolute Luminous Flux
2W (700mA) 

163lm (at 3000K)
Beam

5° (P) | 15° (N) | 24° (M)
Weight
0.29kg

TR60
Measurements (mm)1

Ø 60Ø 60

170
170

Absolute Luminous Flux
15W (400mA) 

1497lm (at 3000K)
Beam

15° (P) | 24° (N) | 36° (M)
Weight
0.92kg

         

General Specifications
Material Powder Coated Aluminium
Track Mount Three Circuit (MX3),  

Three Circuit DALI (MX5)
UGR (Unified Glare Rating) Textured Black: <10 

Textured White: <19
IP 20
Warranty 5 Years

LED
Colour Temp 2700K, 3000K
CRI (Ra/R9) 90+/>50
Efficacy Up to 89lm/W
Colour Deviation Scope TR40: SDCM≤3 

Scope TR60: SDCM≤2
Lifetime Scope TR40: >60,000h L80B10 

Scope TR60: >55,000h L80B10

Finishes
Textured Black
Textured White

Driver
Scope TR40: 240V Built-in Non-Dimmable Driver
Scope TR60: 240V In-Track Phase-Cut Dimmable Driver
Scope TR60: 240V Tridonic basicDIM In-Track Bluetooth Driver (TSBT)
Scope TR60: 240V Tridonic one4all In-Track Driver (DALI2)2

Beam Options

Pencil | 5° (P)

Pencil, Narrow 
15° (P, N)

Narrow, Medium 
24° (N, M)

Medium | 36° (M)

Accessories

Linear Lens

Notes
1Refer to the Unios Toolbox for measurements of 
product when paired with track adaptors.
2MX5 Track is required for In-Track Driver pairing.

TR60 models are Class II rated.
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